It is shown that if q is a prime power then there exists a 2 2 circulant weighing matrix of order q + q + 1 with q nonzero elements per row and column.
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J e n n i f e r S e b e r r y Wa M i s a n d A l b e r t L e o n W h i t e m a n columns of A . I t i s also shown in [2] that I S p(w) , where p(n) (ii) n = ht , t odd "* i> is the sum of three integer squares; while in [5] it is shown that if n = h (mod 8) and if there exists an orthogonal design of order n and type (i) (a, a, a, b) , then -is a rational square;
(ii) (a, a, b) , then -is the sum of two rational squares; (iii) (a, b) , then -is the sum of three rational squares.
A weighing matrix of weight k and order n is a square {0, 1, -l} matrix, W = W(n, k) , of order n satisfying W/* = kl .
In [2] it is shown that the existence of an orthogonal design of order n and type (s , . . . , sS) is equivalent to the existence of weighing matrices A A n , of order n , where A. has weight s. and the in pairs. In particular, the existence of an orthogonal design of order n and type (1, k) is equivalent to the existence of a skew-symmetric weighing matrix of weight k and order n .
( i ) for n = 2 (mod 1*) there is a weighing matrix of weight k and order n for every k < n -1 which is the sum of two integer squares;
( i i ) for n = 0 (mod k) there i s a weighing matrix of weight k and order n for every k 5 n ;
( i i i ) for n = k (mod 8) there is a skew-symmetric weighing matrix of order n for every k < n , where k i s the sum of at most three squares of integers (e qui val ently, there i s an orthogonal design of type ( l , k) in order n for every k < n which i s the sum of at most three squares of integers. In other words, the necessary condition for the existence of an orthogonal design of type ( l , k) in order n , n = h (mod 8) is also sufficient); (iv) for n i 0 (mod 8) there is a skew-symmetric weighing matrix of order n for every k < n (equivalently there i s an orthogonal design of type ( l , k) in order n for every k < n ) ;
(v) for n = 2 (mod h) there i s an orthogonal design of type ( 1 , k) in order n for every k < n -1 such that k i s an integer square.
Conjecture ( i i ) above is an extension of the Hadamard conjecture (that i s , for every n = 0 (mod h) there is a { l , -l } matrix, H , of order n satisfying BE = nl ) while (iv) and ( i i i ) generalize the conjecture that for every n = 0 (mod h) there is a Hadamard matrix, H , of order n , with the property that H = I + S where S = -S* . Conjectures (iv) and ( i i i ) (and as a consequence conjecture ( i i ) ) were established for n = 2 ' 3 , n = 2 « 5 , t a positive integer, in [4] and in [JJ] for n = 2 '9 . Also in [3] It has been established [5] that given a square k there exists an N(k) such that W{n, k) exists for every n > N . Consequently an orthogonal design ( l , k) exists in every order 2n , n > N .
Here we give some results which allow N(k) to be lowered when k has a factor of 1* .
Let R be the back diagonal matrix. Then an orthogonal design or weighing matrix is said to be eonetruoted from two circulant matrices A and B i f i t is of the form 
'A BR BR -A and to be of Goethals-Seidel type if i t is of the form
A BR CR DR -BR A D t R -C*i?
Weighing matrices of odd order
Thus if n is odd and a W{n, k) exists, then k must be a perfect square.
In [2] where they are first discussed it is shown that 
It is noted there that the "boundary" values of this condition are of special interest; that i s , if
for in this case the zeros of A occur such that the incidence between any pair of rows is exactly one. So if we let B = J -A*A , B satisfies
that i s , B is the incidence matrix of the protective plane of order n -k -1 .
Thus, the Bruck-Ryser Theorem on the non-existence of projective planes of various orders implied the non-existence of the appropriate
We shall prove in this paper that if q i s a prime power, then a circulant weighing matrix of the form
can be constructed. Our method makes use of near difference sets.
In [S]
Ryser has given the following definition of a near difference set.
Let m > h be an even integer, and let k and X be positive integers. A near difference set is a set of k residues modulo m with the property that, for any residue a % 0 , -(mod m) , the congruence A necessary condition for the existence of a near difference set with J e n n i f e r S e b e r r y W a l l i s a n d A l b e r t L e o n W h i t e m a n parameters m, k, X is that fc(fc-l) = Hm-2) .
Let us put m = 2v .
Then the necessary condition becomes
Hk-1) = 2X(y-l) .
Examples of near difference sets are:- Spence [9] showed that t h e construction of E l l i o t t and Butson i s also valid when q i s a power of 2 .
The three examples of near difference sets that we have given i l l u s t r a t e t h e cases q = 2, 3, h of the Elliott-Butson-Spence r e s u l t . Let us nov put
Then we have 
Then the reduction of ( l ) mod x -1 yields (3) a 1 (x)a 1 (x~1) + ^( x j a^x " 1 ) = q 2 * ^^-(x + x 2 + . . . + x"" 1 )
(mod x -l )
The reduction of (2) There are k^ integers in T , k integers in T , and v -k 1 -k
The sets T and T are d i s j o i n t . For i f
in violation of the definition of a near difference set. (mod x -l) .
We are now in the position to construct the Hadamard matrix, #092 ' of Spence. We use the following well-known result.
Let p = 2w + 1 be a prime. Let U be the set of quadratic residues of p , and V the set of quadratic non-residues of p . Then U and V supplementary difference sets, which may t>e used to construct an Hadamard matrix ft of Williamson type.
In particular for q -8 we have v = 73 . Therefore we can construct H^ .
Our next objective is to show that the k + k numbers in T u T constitute an ordinary difference set with parameters
For t h i s purpose we form the polynomial A{x) = a x (x) + <* 2 (x) so that^x -1 ) =a 1 ( a T 1 ) ^( x -1 ) .
Then we havẽ
The set T is the complement of T, u T . Therefore the integers in T-constitute a difference set with parameters Proof. In [5] i t was noted that a J/(n, 16) exists for n € {16, 18, 20 6k , and a l l orders 2. 6k) . Thus the existence of a 1/(21, 16) allows t h i s set to be replaced by that of the enunciation. [7] gives a 1/(1+2, Ul) and we have the r e s u l t . 
Applications to weighing matrices and orthogonal designs

